AECC Updates

Welcome New AECC Members

Please join us as we extend a warm welcome to our new Contributor Members - Aerospike and Longsys. We look forward to their collaboration and contributions to the organization.

AECC Publications

Break Down the Barriers to Automotive Edge Adoption

Commentary: How to Navigate the Edge of a Breakthrough

Talking to the Connected Vehicle Market to Thrive

AECC at MWC 2021

Did you miss us at Mobile World Congress this year? Be sure to catch our session, Connected Vehicle Services: Catching the Mobile Edge, on our website, on-demand. In addition, check out our complimentary resources which include the white paper, Connected Cars: On The Edge Of A Breakthrough, and our latest Driving Data to Deliver video, Addressing the Connected Vehicle Data Challenge.

Visit the MWC 2021 Resource Center

Upcoming Industry Events

5G World

Hybrid Industry Event

24-29 September 2021

On 21 September 2021 @ 10:10 AM UTC, Leifeng Ruan, Tomohiro Otani, and Lei Zhong will host a panel discussion titled: AECC Panel Discussion: Edge Computing in the Automotive Industry. The AECC is proud to be an Event Partner & Endorsing Association of this event.

Learn More About the Event

AECC in the News

Longsys Officially Joins the AECC to Jointly Promote Automotive Interconnection Data Storage via Marketwatch

Ericsson, Volvo handoff cars between 5G networks via Mobile World Live

Open hybrid cloud: The next evolution of computing via EJI Insight

Challenges And Solutions For Next-Gen Automotives via Marketwatch

The Future of Vehicle To Vehicle Communications: Using The Edge, A Shared Memory and Vision via Nexar

AECC Panel/Discussion: Edge Computing in the Automotive Industry via 5G World

Become a Member

AECC’s mission is to find increasingly efficient ways to support the high-volume data and intelligent services needed for distributed computing and network architecture and infrastructure through the development of use cases, technical reports, and reference architecture. To learn more about AECC and how your organization can get involved:

Join the AECC

Connect with us

Automotive Edge Computing Consortium 401 Edgewater Place, Suite 600, Wakefield, MA 01880
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